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Redeeming the Future:
Sanctifying the Future with Thanksgiving
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Session 2
Warmup exercise

Guiding questions: 

➢ How does spiritual sickness affect our view of the 
future?

➢ How can we redeem the future through thanksgiving?



How does 
spiritual 

sickness affect 
our view of the 

past?



● One of the biggest obstacles to seeking 
Christ in the present is the fear and anxiety 
we harbor toward the future

● What are some of the ways the future can 
sabotage our faith in Christ? 
 
○ Worry
○ ???

How does spiritual sickness affect our view 
of the past?
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Greed:

“Avarice suggests to the mind a lengthy old age, 
inability to perform manual labor (at some future 

date), famines that are sure to come, sickness that 
will visit us, the pinch of poverty, the great shame 

that comes from accepting the necessities of life from 
others.”

(Evagrius, Praktikos 9)

“Even if death should approach, the [monk 
with many possessions] . . . cannot take his eye 

away from material things.”

(Eight Thoughts 7)  
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Selfish ambition:

“[Despondency] drives [the monk] to 
desire other sites where he can more 
easily procure life’s necessities, more 

readily find work and make a real 
success of himself.” 

(Evagrius, Praktikos 12; emphasis mine) 



● The future becomes a stumbling block when 
we lose hope in God’s presence in the future

● “Losing hope” is the future-oriented 
equivalent of forgetfulness

● Hope = remembering God in the future
 

● To strengthen hope, we must give thanks in 
the present

Back to the future: Hopelessness as Forgetfulness



Thanksgiving

St. Macrina’s example of thanksgiving

Learning to practice 
thanksgiving



The Death of St. Macrina
“She began to recall her past life, beginning 
with childhood, and describing it all in order 
as in a history. She recounted as much as 
she could remember of the life of our parents, 
and the events that took place both before and 
after my birth. But her aim throughout was 
gratitude towards God, for she described our 
parents' life not so much from the point of 
view of the reputation they enjoyed . . .  [but] 
as an example of divine blessing.”

From St. Gregory of Nyssa’s The Life of St. 
Macrina



“As I told my own trouble . . .  my great sister said:

‘Will you not cease to be insensible to the divine blessings? 
Will you not remedy the ingratitude of your soul? . . . 

‘You are renowned in cities and peoples and nations. 
Churches summon you as an ally and director, and do you 
not see the grace of God in it all? Do you fail to recognise 
the cause of such great blessings, that it is your parents' 
prayers that are lifting you up on high, you that have little 
or no equipment within yourself for such success?’”

The ingratitude of St. Gregory of Nyssa 



What does it mean to give thanks?
“The spiritual teachers, especially Saint John Chrysostom (4th 
c) [teach that] the spiritual man . . . thanks God for everything, 
even for what appears to be bad, knowing that God’s tender care 
is over all, and that the evil in this world—which is always 
present and inevitable (cf. Jn 17)—can itself be the vehicle for 
spiritual growth and salvation if rightly understood and 
overcome by the grace of God.”

Fr. Thomas Hopko 



What does it mean to give thanks?
“It is comforting (if not a bit scandalous) 
that the Bible rarely commands us to be 
thankful but to give thanks.” 

Nicole Roccas, Time and Despondency  

Giving thanks is:

● An action, not a feeling
● Inherently relational (directed TO someone 

FOR someone/something)



Thanksgiving in the Psalms
● “You turned and comforted me, and brought me again from the depths of the earth,

Therefore I will also give thanks to You, O God, because of Your truth, on an 
instrument of psalmody.” (Ps. 71/70)

● “Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you disquieted within me?
Hope in God; for I will give thanks to Him, the salvation of my countenance and 
my God.” (Psalm 42/41)



Psalms 134-5 (Polyeleos)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Jqe9banFnI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coQw0qM5Cxs


● “Thanks-writing”
● A daily, monthly, and/or yearly “gratitude inventory”
● We can start today:

Glory to God, for …. (Akathist of Thanksgiving)

O Give thanks unto the Lord for He is good, for His love endures 
forever. To Him who alone does great wonders, To Him who… 
(Ps. 134-5/ Polyeleos) 

 

How can we put this into practice?



Faith: A U-Shaped Story

Life

Death

Resurrection
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A U-Shaped Story: Our Tendency

Life

Death

Resurrection

Time —>
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Learning to Remember: An Exercise
Psalm 40/39:1-3

● “I waited eagerly for the Lord, and He inclined to me and heard my cry.
● He brought me out of my pit of _________ and from _______, and ordered my way

(difficult event/s)  
aright.

● He put a new song in my mouth, a song of ______________________.”
(what can you proclaim now that you

couldn’t before?)



“Seated in your cell, gather together your mind, give heed to the day of your 
death, and then look at the dying of your body. Consider the situation, 
accept the suffering, condemn the vanity that is in the world and show no 
weakness in virtue and zeal so that you can abide always in the same 
purpose of practicing stillness. Call to mind also the present state of things 
in hell; consider how it is with the souls who are there, in what sort of 
utterly bitter silence [they wait]. . . . But also call to mind the day of 
resurrection and presentation before God. . . . Bring before yourself the 
remembrance of both these possibilities . . .  Do not detach your thinking 
from the recollection of these things, so that through these you may also 
escape defiling and harmful thoughts.” (Evagrius, Foundations, 9)   

“The remembrance of both these possibilities…”


